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Welcome
Welcome to our latest
edition of dtVoice.

News

Barrie Oldham, Chief Executive

W

elcome to the
latest edition of
dtVoice. The major
piece of news in this issue is
the launch of ConnectAbility.
This appeal, for the Disability
Lifestyles services and their
surrounding communities,
will fund life changing
communications equipment
such as tablet computers, eye
trackers and touch screen
laptops. Our aim is to enable
those we support to have
the independence that this
technology brings; to shop, bank,
learn, use social media and even
just to talk to family and friends.
Steven’s story will give you
an idea of the difference we
are already making to many
people’s lives and you’ll
also see a selection of well
known supporters of the
appeal on page 11.
The Disabilities Trust, First Floor,
32 Market Place, Burgess Hill,
West Sussex, RH15 9NP
Search ‘The Disabilities Trust’

www.thedtgroup.org
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I would like to mention the Huw
Thatcher Trust (page 5) which has
now raised £100,000 for the Brain
Injury Rehabilitation Trust (BIRT),
and to thank Nick Thatcher and all
those who have been such loyal
supporters in memory of Huw.
I am very proud, as always, of the
many and varied achievements
of the Trust’s staff. These include
creating a diabetes workbook
to help service users and staff
manage the condition; working
with local police to promote
understanding of autism, and
winning prestigious awards for
pioneering work as part of The
Foundation.
I hope you enjoy reading dtVoice,
which is also available on our
website and accessible using our
screenreader. I welcome your
comments via csscommunications
@thedtgroup.org
Tel:
Fax:
Email:

01444 239 123
01444 244 978
info@thedtgroup.org
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GNRC welcomes Robert Plant

R

obert Plant CBE,
renowned English
musician, singer and
songwriter best known as the
lead vocalist and lyricist of the
rock band Led Zeppelin, visited
the Goole Neuro Rehabilitation
Centre on Friday 14th November.
Robert who was on a UK tour,
visited Jacob Gammond, whose
parents Paul and Sandra are
long-standing friends.
Jacob tragically sustained a
serious brain injury following a
motorbike accident in Thailand
and is now supported by BIRT
in Goole.
Paul Gammond said: “We are
delighted to welcome Robert
to the Centre and to see what

Robert Plant visits Goole

BIRT is achieving here. We look
forward to our son receiving
the full care, attention and
rehabilitation that we know
the service offers.”
Robert Plant added “When I
heard what had happened I
said what anyone else would
say; I’ll do anything I can do.

He needed to be in the right
place with the right help and it
seems now he’s left a general
hospital and moved into a
specific environment that
his improvement will come.
Jake is being looked after by
wonderful people. The staff
here are the lifeline.”

The BIRT Conference 2015

T

he BIRT Conference will be held at
the Hilton Deansgate, Manchester
on 30th of September and 1st
of October 2015. The venue is situated
within the 47 storey award-winning
Beetham Tower, the highest building in
Manchester and an iconic landmark on
its impressive skyline.

Hilton Deansgate,
Manchester

Our programme will feature highly
prestigious speakers from around
the world who will share their latest
research, strategies and developments
in the treatment and rehabilitation
of people with brain injury. The full
programme will be announced in
January 2015, please contact Catherine
Portman, Business Support Manager on
01924 269389 for details of sponsorship
and exhibition opportunities.

The conference will, as
always, have a Gala Dinner
and we are delighted to
announce that this year’s
speaker is the awardwinning ‘wobbly’ comedian
and speaker Francesca
Martinez – Francesca
has mild cerebral palsy
but prefers the word
‘wobbly’. She has toured
internationally with sell-out
runs around the world. A
regular performer on TV and
Radio, Francesca continues
to deliver motivational
and after dinner speeches
across the globe.
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Sussex Police learn with The Disabilities Trust

I

n an attempt to give their
student officers a better
understanding of people with
autism, Sussex Police have been
working closely with the team
at Hollyrood, one of our Autism
Spectrum Partners Services in
Sussex, to train them alongside
staff at the service.
Earlier this year, Student Officer
Richard Davies spent two weeks
at Hollyrood learning about
people on the autistic spectrum
and how to address, support
and assist them. “Over the
course of the two weeks I was
fortunate enough to work with
a lot of different service users
whose abilities were wideranging. I have been pleased
with the information that I
have got back and glad Sussex
[Police] are taking a positive
stand on how to assist people
with autism”.

Student Officer Richard Davies (right)

The placement at Hollyrood
involves the student officers
shadowing and learning about
the different facilities available
and getting to know the service
users and their needs. This
process helps to equip them to
assist members of the public
with similar needs.
Jane Carter from Sussex Police
explains that “We have chosen
a wide variety of community
organisations and services to
which we can send student

officers so that their policing style
can be informed by the needs of
everyone in their community”.
Cat Hogan, Activities Coordinator
for Hollyrood is confident the
scheme is worthwhile for all
involved. “The police do not get
specific training for dealing with
mental health and disabilities
within the community, so having
two weeks at Hollyrood helps
start this discussion for them
to develop their own practice
now and in the future”.

Diabetes Workbook developed

A

new diabetes workbook
has been developed by
Annette Carrick, Head of
Care at BIRT’s Graham Anderson
House in Glasgow, and Rosemary
Jalloh, Staff Nurse, which aims to
support service users in gaining
understanding of their diabetes.
The workbook is designed
to explain the symptoms of
diabetes in language that is
easy to understand; whilst
helping the service user
understand the function of
insulin and the importance of
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a change of lifestyle. It forms
a vital step in coping with the
condition and allowing the
service user to gain control
over their lives again.
Annette explains more: “It’s an
emotional gamut that many
people don’t necessarily want
to face, and often admitting
that there’s a problem is the
hardest thing of all. I’ve heard
too many people say that they
won’t let the diabetes affect
their life, and that’s the worst
thing you can do.”

The workbook has been presented
to the local diabetic nurse specialist
who has gone on to share the
document with the Managed
Clinical Network Coordinator for
diabetes in Glasgow.

Victor Barnard’s new room

D

ue to planned building
works at Selborne
Court, in Essex, Victor
Barnard needed to move to
a new bedroom within the
service. Victor has lived in
Hamilton Lodge’s Selborne
Court since he was a boy and
as the years have gone by he
has found it increasingly difficult
to deal with change.
At first Victor did not want to
talk about moving to a new
room and would become
anxious if the subject was
mentioned. However, by thinking
about the things that Victor
most enjoys talking about; farms,
horses and cows, the support
team were able to plan and
decorate a new room in that
particular theme.
Staff encouraged Victor to
see how it was all going at
every opportunity to help

Victor Barnard in his room

him familiarise himself with
the new developments and
accept his new living area.
He was encouraged to move
his bookcase to his new room,
to further assist him accept
the change.

Anna Headley, Director of
Autism Learning Disability and
Education, is delighted with
how the move went “Victor
really loves his new room and
has even positioned all his
furniture himself”.

Support work recognised by the Butler Trust
We are delighted to announce
that James Liddement, Specialist
Brain Injury Linkworker for The
Disabilities Trust’s Foundation, has
been recognised by the Butler
Trust and awarded a certificate
as part of their annual award
scheme. The certificate is in
relation to his work at HMP Leeds
and is awarded to individuals
working in UK correctional
settings for the high level of
dedication, skill and creativity
they have brought to their work.

Deborah Fortescue, Head of the
Foundation, said “I am delighted
that James has been recognised
for the amazing contribution
he has made through his work
from such a prestigious award
scheme. James was the first
ever specialist brain injury link
working in a UK prison and has
not only helped raise awareness
of brain injury in the criminal
justice system but carved
the way for future services
throughout the country.”
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19forHuw cycling challenge

T

he 19forHuw cycling
challenge – which raised
money for the Huw
Thatcher Trust in support of BIRT
– comprised a 1,000 mile journey,
beginning at Cardiff City’s Ninian
Park and visiting all 19 football
clubs that Huw, who tragically
died from a brain haemorrhage
in 2011, had visited whilst
supporting ‘The Bluebirds’. The
finishing line was at Upperthong
Cricket Club, where Huw had
been a junior and youth player.
Event organiser, Nick Thatcher
and the team were greeted

19forHuw Cycling Team
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by BIRT staff and service users
cheering them on with drinks
and snacks at the MK Dons
Stadium in Milton Keynes, BIRT’s
Daniel Yorath House near Leeds
and Selby Abbey. The team were
also cheered on as they cycled
into Sunderland’s Stadium of
Light, Blackpool’s Bloomfield
Road and Wigan’s DW Stadium.
Nick was delighted by all the
support the team received:
“Every time I met a service
user I admired their spirit and
fortitude. I felt so grateful that
I was able to be cycling outside
in the fresh air”.

19forHuw received wonderful
support from the world of
sport and entertainment;
people such as Sir Chris Hoy,
James Cracknell, Gabby Logan,
Cardiff City midfielder Peter
Wittingham plus Harry and
Izzy Judd all sent messages
of encouragement. There
were also many generous
donations: “Thank you to
everyone who sponsored
us, it helped spur us on and
goes to a great cause” said
a delighted Nick. All money
raised by this challenge will
benefit BIRT service users.

Planning a safe environment

Q

uality has always been
at the centre of The
Disabilities Trust’s
philosophy, ensuring that systems
and measures are in place to
promote the key aspects of each
individual’s life; independence,
inclusion within the community,
and health and wellbeing. The
feedback that the Quality
Assurance division (QA) gets from
our stakeholders is a fundamental
part of giving us insight into how
people feel that the services
are being run and how we can
improve our provision.
With this in mind, QA introduced
‘Feedback Postcards’ which are
quick and easy to complete. All

stakeholders, especially those
we support, are encouraged to
use them to share their views.
Lisa Lovatt, Head of Quality
Assurance, believes that the
postcards have proven to
be very successful in gaining
important feedback: “In one
case, a visiting community
nurse let us know that she felt
that the service had delivered
excellent care and support to an
individual with complex health
and communication needs. The
nurse’s opinion was then used to
add support to evidence-based
information given to a local
authority to demonstrate positive
outcomes as part of a review”.

QAPostcard_April2014.pdf
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Your views
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Awards given for outstanding work

A

new staff award scheme
has been launched
by The Disabilities
Trust for our employees to
recognise the hard work and
effort they demonstrate in
their respective services.
Barrie Oldham: “I am
delighted to announce
the winners of the first
ever Disabilities Trust Staff
Awards. We received an
amazing 35 nominations
which demonstrated
both the creativity and
commitment of staff across
the Trust. I would like to
congratulate all the staff
who were nominated.”

The Team Category, which
was won by the Ashwood
House Team from Hollyrood
was awarded for supporting
a highly vulnerable service
user with complex autism,
challenging behaviour and
medical and self-harm issues
over a period of months. They
then assisted the service user
to make the transition to
another placement.
The Individual Category Winner
was Alannah Taylor from Graham
Anderson House. Alannah
won for her work to create an
innovative vocational ‘passport’
for service users to help them
gain new skills and qualifications.

Alannah Taylor (right) from
Graham Anderson House
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Rebuilding life – Samantha’s story

D

ays before she suffered
her brain injury,
Xxx
Samantha complained of
headaches and dizziness but put
it down to stress and tiredness
due to organising a holiday to
Spain with her husband and
daughter. Sam was diagnosed
with hydrocalycosis and spent
ten days in an induced coma and
neurosurgeons operated to stop
the bleeding on her brain to
stabilise her.
Following her treatment and
three months recovering
in hospital, Samantha was
admitted to BIRT’s Fen
House, Ely, Cambridgeshire.
On admission, Samantha
was experiencing profound
difficulty with her short
term memory and had coordination and mobility
problems, specifically down
her right hand side. After her
initial assessment by clinicians
at Fen House, a goal centred
rehabilitation plan was put in
place to support problems she
was facing such as fatigue, task
planning and poor attention.
Clinicians recommended
that Samantha should keep a
diary in order to help improve
her short term memory and
organise her time.
Samantha began to plan her
own shopping, prepare her own
meals and wash and iron her
clothes all of which started to
improve her concentration and
memory skills. Samantha also
took part in arts and crafts,
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Sam Ward

flower arranging, swimming and
a weekly gym routine at the
local leisure centre which gave
her a feeling of independence.
After four weeks she moved
into the independent living flat,
a separate apartment in Fen
House, which is set up to help
to further develop daily living
skills and encourage greater
independence. With support
from staff, Samantha started to
attend weekly coffee mornings
at the local supermarket
which helped her with money
handling skills. Samantha also
gained greater confidence in
socialising with others.

Gradually Samantha began to
make day visits to her home
with the support of her family
and Occupational Therapist
(OT) assessed Samantha’s
home to see if she required
any additional aids such as
bath rails. This made the
transition to return home
much easier for her.
At times, she found her visits
frustrating, wishing that she
could do more around the
home but with guidance
from OTs and her family,
she was gradually able to
participate more in household
and family life.

From service user to Rehabilitation Support Worker

L

uke Flatman, a former
Fen House service user
has been working as a
Rehabilitation Support Worker
for the last year after applying for
a vacancy he saw advertised at
the service. Luke’s duties include
helping service users get up in
the morning, assisting them to
rehabilitation sessions and aiding
them with planning and preparing
meals. He is able draw on his
own experiences of recovery
and offers advice on how he felt
when he was in a similar position.
Earlier this year, surrounded by
family and friends, a delighted
Luke and his fiancée Chloe
married at Ely Cathedral where
Luke used to be a chorister.
They have bought a house
which they are renovating to
turn it into the family home
they have always wanted.
The future looks promising for
Luke. Outside work he is focusing
his time on setting up a recording
and production company with
support from the Prince’s Trust.
“I have always wanted to manage
my own recording company as
it gives me the flexibility that
I need. I still find that I need
rest in the afternoons due to
my brain injury, so working for
myself enables me to do so”.
Luke is also planning to
continue with his fundraising
for Fen House and BIRT by
running further marathons,
starting with the Yorkshire
Marathon next year.

Luke Flatman (right) and service user at Fen House

It’s very rewarding be able to
support people to make progress
and it’s great to finally see them
go home to their families after
completing their rehabilitation.
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Building a bright future

J

ohn is 25 years old; six
years ago he was hit over
the head with a bottle
whilst working as a chef and
sustained a severe head injury.
He was admitted to hospital
and underwent emergency
neuro-surgery to remove the
bleeding from around his brain.
He returned home to live
with his family but due to
the changes in his mood and
behaviour caused by his injury,
his relationship with them
deteriorated which meant
he needed to move into his
own flat. Unfortunately the
move was not successful and
due to the issues related to
his brain injury, he struggled
with debt and ever increasing
problems. As a result he
was admitted to a BIRT
service and over a period
of nine months structured
rehabilitation made such
marked progress that he was
then referred to The Disability
Trust’s Community Services.
The support he received from
Community Services enabled
him to maintain the tenancy
on his flat and complete the
tasks of daily living which
enabled him to reintegrate
into community life. He was
also encouraged to join a
football team where he learnt
how to coach, helping him
regain confidence in meeting
new people and dealing with
social situations.
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My life is brilliant
now; I never
thought I’d be living
in a nice house and
have a wonderful
family. I want to
find work so I can
support my family
and not be on
benefits.

Three years on and John’s
situation has changed beyond
recognition. He has moved into
a new house with his girlfriend
and together they have had two
children. John is now working as a
volunteer at a charity shop to gain
work experience and is learning
to play the guitar. His support
has been gradually reduced.
This has been so effective that
recently all his support was
withdrawn for a trial period
and, if successful, it will be
withdrawn completely.

Ticking away nicely

T

he Disabilities Trust is
proud to have been
awarded the ‘Two Ticks
positive about disability’
symbol by Jobcentre Plus.
It recognises our proactive
approach to employing
disabled people, developing
their abilities and identifies
employers who have agreed
to meet five commitments
regarding recruitment,
employment, retention and
the career development of
disabled people.
The award recognises how we
welcome applications from
disabled people and that we
respect and value every person’s
capabilities. The Disabilities
Trust is proud to acknowledge
the great contribution of our
existing employees and the
efforts we will make to treat
individuals fairly should they
become disabled.
The Trust is required by law not
to discriminate on the grounds
of disability, and the ‘Two Ticks’
scheme is an extension of
our legal duties. The Trust has
agreed with Job Centre Plus
that we will take action on
these five commitments:
• to interview all disabled
applicants who meet the
minimum criteria for a
job vacancy and consider
them on their abilities
• to ensure there is a
mechanism in place to discuss

with disabled employees
what can be done to make
sure they can develop
and use their abilities
• to make every effort,
when employees become
disabled, to make sure
they stay in employment
• to take action to ensure that
all employees develop the
appropriate level of disability
awareness needed to make
these commitments work

• to review, annually, the five
commitments and what
has been achieved; plan
ways to improve them
and inform employees
and Jobcentre Plus of
progress and future plans
Further information on
the implementation of the
scheme is available from the
Disabilities Trust Human
Resources department. Email:
CSSHR@thedtgroup.org or
telephone 01444 239123

We are really pleased to receive this
accreditation as it demonstrates our
commitment to creating an environment
which encourages disabled people to seek
and maintain employment with us.
Naomi Carey, HR Director
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Volunteers needed

O

ur services rely
on volunteers to
come in regularly
and assist with fundraising;
planning events and sourcing
prizes. Help is also welcomed
with gardening and driving
service users.

Trekfest

You could be part of a
company’s Corporate
Responsibility Scheme which
takes on charity challenges as
part of team building days or
an individual looking for some
voluntary work in your spare
time – if so we would love to
hear from you.
Visit our ‘Support Us’ page to
register your interest www.
thedtgroup.org/support-us
Dan and Debbie,
Leeds half-marathon

Events
We are now recruiting for;
Brighton Marathon
12th April 2015
Registration fee £20, minimum
sponsorship £350
London Marathon
19th April 2015
Registration fee £100,
minimum sponsorship £1500
London Bupa 10k
25th May 2015
Registration fee £10, minimum
sponsorship £120
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TrekFest
One of the toughest charity
treks in the UK, with three
different challenge routes
to choose from in 2015. The
challenges take place in two
stunning UK locations, The
Brecon Beacons and The Peak
District. www.trekfest.org.uk
• The Beacons Trek
6 & 7 June 2015
Registration and
sponsorship (tbc)
• The 3 Peaks Trek
5 & 6 September 2015

Rob Cracknell London
marathon 2014

Registration and
sponsorship (tbc)
Great North Run
13th September 2015
£15 registration, £200 minimum
sponsorship
Corporate Partners
Do you work for a company
which chooses a charity to
support each year?
Is this by nomination or
application? If the answer is yes
to all of the above then please
get in contact fundraising@
thedtgroup.org

Steven’s story

S

teven, who has cerebral
palsy, has been living
at Victoria House, our
Disability Lifestyles service in
Hull for the past nine years.
His condition means that he
has very limited control of his
body movements and posture,
as well as limited ability to
communicate.
Steven is very close to his mum,
but she lives on the opposite
side of the country around 135
miles away in Chester. She is only
able to undertake the 270 mile
round trip every other month
and in the past Steven has found
it difficult and quite lonely being
apart from his family.
At Victoria House, an eye
reader has been purchased and
installed in their training suite,
allowing a computer to be
operated through the tracking
of the user’s eyes.
Steven is able to use the eye
tracker to good advantage
and it has provided him with
the wonderful opportunity
to contact his mum regularly.
He was supported to set up a
Skype account and is now able
to both speak and see her at
least twice a week.
Steven said that this
opportunity has made a really
great difference as he was only
ever able to speak to his mum
on the phone until she visited,
but now he can see her more
often via Skype.

Steven from Victoria House

It is simply
the best
thing that
has ever
been
invented!
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Raising money for life changing
communications equipment
How many times today have
you reached for your phone to
call somebody or send a text?
How many emails have you
sent from your laptop?
How many purchases or
internet searches have you
made from your tablet?

Comedy Duo Trev & Simon

How many times have you
simply spoken to someone
today?

I enjoy living at Victoria
House. It feels like it is my
home. I like going on the
eye tracker to speak to my
mum on Skype, It is simply
the best thing that has
ever been invented!

C

an you imagine a
world where you
couldn’t do any of
these things without relying on
somebody else? This is a reality
that those we support face
everyday and we want to do
something about it.
Through our ConnectAbility
appeal, we plan to raise
£250,000 over three years to
purchase assistive technology
communications equipment
for those we support, and
people in the community who
have complex, high dependency
and multiple disabilities.
The ability to use assistive
technology for communication
has already been life-changing
for many people supported
by The Disabilities Trust;
encouraging individuals to live as
independently as possible and
maximising their ability to make
choices and communicate.
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Actor Ian Tompkinson

Eyes Alight Founder Izzy Judd

Stephen from Victoria House

Sarah

Comedian Michael O’Connell

I love using new
technology it gives me
access to on-line books to
read, I can play games and
communicate with friends.
Technology is an absolute
Godsend for me.
Sarah from Shinewater Court

Her Grace The Duchess
of Northumberland

Sarah

My Kindle is amazing, it has opened new doors for me and
Jackie, Gregory Court
given me independence, and a new family!

Olympic Gold Medal Winner
Hannah Cockroft

Barbara Windsor

I had previously been using
the switches to work the
computer but it was slow, the
eye tracker will make things
much quicker. I enjoy using
Facebook and Google and I’m
working with a tutor to find
out what else we can do.
Mark, Shinewater Court

Will from EKC

Actress Gilly Wright

Actor Simon Callow

McBusted’s Harry Judd

Jane Asher

You can find out more or donate online at
www.thedtgroup.org/ConnectAbility or through
www.justgiving.com/ConnectAbilityDT.
You can also Text to Donate and send to 70070:

To donate £5,
text CONE705

To donate £10,
text CONE7010

To donate £25,
text CONE7025

You can join our supporters on Pinterest too.
Just go to Pinterest and search for ConnectAbility1.
Please support the ConnectAbility appeal. It makes a huge difference
to the lives of people with severe, complex and multiple disabilities.
Actor David Hewlett

You can support by sending us your ConnectAbility photos using
the poster overleaf to csscommunications@thedtgroup.org.
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Policy and campaigns update
The Care Act 2014 and what
it means for assessment of
brain injury
In addition to our role as
providers of quality rehabilitation,
care and support, we also actively
advocate for positive reform of
the social care system, so at all
levels we are meeting the needs
of our service users.
The Care Act is a piece of
legislation that combines each
part of the social care journey
into one single law. Crucially
it makes clear what kind of
support local authorities should
expect to deliver and what
service users should receive.
Most legislation in connection
to the Act has now been
published and we are delighted
that BIRT’s Brain Injury Needs
Indicator features in both the
Care Act Guidance and Skills for
Care’s best practice guidance.
These documents form the
basis for which local authorities
will decide how best to
implement social care changes
to meet the needs of their
local community. This is a real
success for BIRT as we continue
to spearhead the need for more
knowledge of brain injury and its
associated deficits.
Triple-lock System
The new advocacy duty, will
comes into affect in April 2015
and forms part of the best
practice guidelines we set out
when using our brain injury
needs indicator. The ‘triple-lock’
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ABC system of adhering to the
Care Act’s advocacy duties, use
of the BINI as well as consulting
with a treating clinician will
give the assessor a greater
understanding of the care and
support needs of the individual
with a brain injury.
Next steps with the BINI
We have worked with many
alliances including; the Brain
Injury Social Workers Group
(BISWG), the British Association
of Social Workers (BASW)
and the ADASS (Association
of Directors of Adult Social
Services) physical and sensory
impairment network to
encourage local authorities to
trial the BINI with us.
The trial phase with local
authorities includes free BINI
and brain injury training as
The Care Act and Advocacy
As part of BIRT’s campaign
to directly influence the
Care Act for the benefit
of individuals with a brain
injury we worked with the
Department of Health on
the Act’s advocacy duties.
Together, we developed a
case study that highlighted
the ‘lack of insight’ issue
many of our service users.
This takes into account the
legal responsibilities a local
authority will now have to
facilitate the involvement
and engagement of a person

well as a helpline that is linked
to our clinical and research
department who will work with
the social worker to ensure the
BINI is used correctly and the
outcomes are positive for the
service user and local authority.
We are currently working with
four councils and their adult
social care teams to look at how
the BINI works ‘on the ground.’
We are encouraged by the tool
so far, but will be refining it with
a view to publishing the final
tool in April 2015 with the rest
of the Care Act reforms.
If you would like to trial
the BINI with us OR would
like to feedback your
experiences of brain injury
and the social care sector
simply email cssbinibirt@
thedtgroup.org

who would otherwise
have difficulty, through
the employment of an
independent advocate.
This duty is separate from
the issue of whether an
individual would need an
advocate due to a lack of
capacity, instead it focuses
on whether they would have
substantial difficulty in being
involved in the care processes,
especially if there is no one
available (from friends or
family) to help facilitate this
involvement and engagement.

Case study:
Stephen sustained a brain injury
in a fall; he has completed six
months in a specialist residential
rehabilitation setting and the
next step is an assessment of
need for his continuing support.
Prior to this, the social worker
telephones Stephen’s treating
clinician who confirms that
because of his brain injury,
Stephen lacks insight into the
effects this has had on him and
he also has difficulty processing
lots of information quickly –
this is a common symptom of
brain injury.
Therefore the social worker
decides on an initial short
meeting to determine Stephen’s
needs and knows her first step
will be to evaluate if Stephen
has difficulty understanding
and therefore being involved
in the assessment process. If
so, support could come from a
carer, family member or friend
or Mental Capacity Advocate, as
she is aware lack of insight does
not necessarily determine lack
of capacity.
The social worker notes that
Stephen is able to retain
information about who she is
and why she is meeting with
him. He is articulate and can
converse well about his plans
for the future which includes
detailed plans to meet up
with friends and return to
work again. However, a preassessment conversation with

Image used for illustrative purposes

his mother, confirms that his
friendship group has significantly
diminished as his friends find
it difficult to understand the
differences in his behaviour
since his fall and doubts
whether he will be able to
return to full-time employment.
The social worker judges that
because Stephen lacks insight
into his personal relationships
and future plans, he may well
also have trouble estimating his
true care and support needs.
At this point the social worker
decides that Stephen would
have substantial difficulty in
being fully involved in the rest
of the assessment process and
would therefore benefit from
assistance.
Stephen is adamant that he
wants to act and make decisions
independently of his mother,
though he is happy for her to
inform the assessment process.
The social worker decides

that Stephen’s mother would
not be an appropriate person
under the Care Act to support
his involvement in the needs
assessment. The social worker
talks to Stephen about how an
independent advocate could
help him make sure his views,
beliefs, wishes and aspirations
are taken into account in
the assessment, and with his
agreement, arranges for an
independent advocate with
specialist brain injury training to
support him. The independent
advocate meets Stephen but
also talks to his mother to get
a true picture of Stephen’s
current needs and wishes and
to ascertain the differences
between how Stephen is now
and prior to acquiring his brain
injury. The social worker carries
out the needs assessment with
Stephen who is supported by his
independent advocate, and with
Stephen’s approval, input from
his mother.
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How to help

Demand for the Trust’s services is growing and
we are continually working on new developments
to make a difference to the lives of even more
people. To support the work of the Trust please
make a donation by filling in the form below.

Thank you for supporting The Disabilities Trust.
I would like to donate

£10

£20

£30

Other £

If you have a preference to where your gift will be used, please tick one of the following options
Brain Injury

Physical Disabilities

Learning Disability
The Foundation
Name of Individual Service

Autism
Community Services

Payment
I enclose a cheque/CAF voucher made payable to “The Disabilities Trust”
To donate online using Just Giving go to www.justgiving.com/disabilitiestrust
To make a regular donation online via Just Giving then please go to:
www.justgiving.com disabilitiestrust/donate
Your Details
Name
Address
Postcode
Email

Telephone

Thank you very much
We would like to keep you informed about our work and how you can support us.
If you prefer not to be contacted, please tick this box.
Please return this form to: The Disabilities Trust, FREEPOST SEA 4789, Burgess Hill, West Sussex RH15 9BR
Gift Aid
If you currently pay Income Tax or Capital Gains Tax and are making a donation, The Disabilities Trust can
claim an extra 25p for every £1 donated. To make this possible, please complete the following declaration:
I am a UK tax payer and wish for The Disabilities Trust to claim back Gift Aid on all gifts of
money that I have made in the past five years, and all future gifts of money that I make from
the date of this declaration.
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